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  Scour monitoring is a process to measure the level of soil erosion at the bridge 

pillars. Currently, the monitoring and the interpretation is done manually. This 

work proposes an automatic scour monitoring system that is able to detect and 

measure the level of scour. The system uses image processing techniques such as 

image inpainting, Hough transform to detect the level of scour, and artificial neural 

network to measure the scour level and scale numbers. Results show that the scour 

level can be detected automatically for even and uneven soil, and the scour level 

can be measured automatically and accurately. 
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  Scouring process is the process of degradation of bed level, which is caused by 

water flow and strong wind. This process occurs naturally but also can be caused 

by human activities such as deforestation. 

 The problem can become more severe when they are typhoons and flood due to 

heavy rainfall. Scour is the dynamic process that changes according to the depth of 

the river, angle of water flow, pole design, material particles and other factors [3]. 

Scour is a major problem worldwide. For example, in the United State, 

approximately 60% of the bridge failures is due to scour issue.
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  Scouring process is the process of degradation of bed level, which is caused by 

water flow and strong wind. This process occurs naturally but also can be caused 

by human activities such as deforestation.

  The problem can become more severe when they are typhoons and flood due to 

heavy rainfall. Scour is the dynamic process that changes according to the depth of 

the river, angle of water flow, pole design, material particles and other factors [3]. 

Scour is a major problem worldwide. 
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  This work proposes an automatic scour monitoring system that is able to detect 

and measure the level of scour. The system uses image processing techniques such 

as image in painting, 

 Hough transform to detect the level of scour, and artificial neural network to 

measure the scour level and scale numbers. Results show that the scour level can be 

detected automatically for even and uneven soil, and the scour level can be 

measured automatically and accurately. 
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FOTECH Processor                 :Intel Pentium IV 1GHz 

 RAM                                 :256MB (Min)

 Hard Drive                :5GB free space

 Monitor :1024 * 768, High Color inch 

 Mouse :Scroll Mouse(Logitech)

 Keyboard :104 keys

HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS 
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FOTECHØ OS                : Windows XP/7/8

 Front End : Visual Studio 2010/netbeans 7.1

 Back End : SQL Server 2005/heidisql 

 Browser : Any Web Browser 

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTSSOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
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was developed. The scour that has variation in structure and steepness can be 

measured using the proposed technique. Results of this work show that the level of 

scour can be measured automatically with higher accuracy than that of 

conventional approach. The scale numbers and the scale levels can also be 

detected. In the future work, the evolution of the levels of sediment will be 

measured and monitored in time-series.
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